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Lin Hao was silent, he really didn't know what he could say at this moment. All this time,
he had never mentioned to Shen Xiyan that he and Shen Yutong were involved, but what
he never expected was that Shen Xiyan actually knew all about it. This matter was not

that easy, it was very complicated ......

"Xi Yan, let's talk about Shen Yutong, I have a very important thing to do in

Europe this time, if I succeed, I'll go to Shen Yutong. That matter is very important, I'm
not in the mood to think about anything else right now ......" Lin Hao's eyes were a little
red and he said to Shen Xi Yan.

"Can ...... you tell me what it is?" Shen Siyan finally felt something was wrong at

this moment. She hadn't looked closely at Lin Hao's eyes just now, but when she looked

closely now, she noticed that Lin Hao's eyes were red, and it was clearly the look of

having cried. Moreover, Lin Hao's entire body was filled with a deep sadness at the

moment. She panicked for a moment, something must have happened to Lin Hao, she
anxiously and tightly pulled Lin Hao's hand, incomparably worried about Lin Hao.

Lin Hao took a deep breath and thought about it or said to Shen Xi Yan, "It's Lin
Yan, that father of mine, the one I've always been hostile to, he's going to be in trouble in
Europe, I have to go over and save him....."

Shen Xiyan frowned deeply, Lin Hao's father, had appeared at their wedding the

day before yesterday. Lin Yan had also spoken to Shen Xiyan, but the way Shen Xiyan was
looking at Lin Hao at that time, he seemed to be hostile towards Lin Yan. And until now,
Shen Xiyan didn't have the time to ask Lin Hao about Lin Yan.

Ten minutes later, Lin Hao told Shen Xiyan about some of Lin Yan's things. Shen
Siyan's tears popped as she listened to it, she held Lin Hao's hand a little harder, "Lin Hao

you go, make sure you don't let anything happen to Dad, make sure you don't let
anything happen to him ......"

"Well, don't worry, I'll be on my way to Europe later, he's lied to me for years, he
can't just die like that. He still owes me an explanation!" Lin Hao said in a firm tone.



Bang ...... Just at this moment, Lin Hao s door was suddenly pushed open, and in

the next moment, Lin Qingcheng, who had tears on her face, appeared in the doorway of

Zhaowu Yi Zero Woods. She had just heard what Lin Hao had said to Shen Xiyan. She
never expected the truth to be like this.

"Sister ......" Lin Hao asked Lin Qingcheng with red eyes and a somewhat hoarse

voice.

Lin Qingcheng walked in like a walking corpse and walked over to Lin Hao, her
voice equally hoarse as she asked to Lin Hao, "Lin Hao, is what you just said true? All

these years, Lin Yan has been holding back?"

Lin Hao nodded heavily and said, "Well, it's true, all of this was told to me by Mo

Lao himself. Now Lin Yan and Dao Yi have gone to Western Europe and are ready to start

a war against Lin Xiaoyun at any time. That's why Mo Lao is sending you back to the

Heavenly Sea, because Western Europe is too dangerous now ......"

A few hot tears rolled down the corners of Lin Qingcheng's eyes once again, her
tolerance was much weaker than Lin Hao. And she used to go back to Yanjing from time

to time to see Lin Yan. She had never believed that her childhood Gestalt father, who
heroically protected him, would actually turn into such a cold-blooded world head! She
had suspected it a thousand times. And until today, she finally knew the truth and

understood everything ......

Lin Qingcheng opened her mouth, tears flowing down crazily, the sadness in her

heart had reached an extreme. Suddenly Lin Qingcheng's body wobbled, planted against

the ground, her side Shen Shiyan saw the situation, rushed forward to help Lin Qingcheng.
Supporting Lin Qingcheng's body ......

"Sister, don't worry, it's fine, everything will be fine, Lin Hao will go over there

later, Lin Hao will be able to bring Dad back safely. It will definitely be ......" Shen Xiyan

comforted Lin Qingcheng. But Lin Qingcheng's tears still couldn't stop flowing down, Lin
Hao looked at Lin Qingcheng sad like this, he also had no heart.

Just as Lin Hao was about to speak, an eager-looking Mo Lao with Night One also

rushed over, Mo Lao said eagerly as soon as he entered the door, "Hao'er, all the
information and planes of the European Lin branch are ready, when will you leave?"
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If it wasn't for the fact that she was supported by Shen Shiyan, she would not have been

able to stand firm.

At this moment when Lin Qingcheng saw Mo Lao come in, she looked at Mo Lao

with tears all over her face, her pretty face, which was so beautiful that it had been

covered with tears, at this moment Lin Qingcheng's entire body was filled with a deep

sadness. At this moment, she finally understood, understood the night before yesterday

when Mo Lao let her back to Tian Hai City, why did she suddenly ask her such a question,
asking her what she thought of Lin Yan? And at the time she was still filled with hatred

for Lin Yan, but now Lin Yan is in deep crisis in Europe, and she is back in Warsaw, away
from the danger ......

"Grandpa Mo ...... my father, my father he ......" Lin Qingcheng cried and asked to

Mo Lao, her voice breaking, at the moment Lin Qingcheng could not even speak

completely.

Mo Lao incomparably complex look at Lin Qingcheng, then nodded heavily: "Well,
it seems you know all about it, hmm. Your father is about to have a duel with the Lin Clan
branch in Western Europe, at the Lin Clan's Sacred Mountain. Hey ...... child, don't resent
your father, okay? Your father's greatest pride in his life is having you and Lin Hao as a

pair, incomparably excellent children, don't resent your father in your heart, okay?" Mo

Lao's tone was incomparably complex, and there were hot tears in his eyes.

Lin Qingcheng nodded her head heavily and said, "Well, I don't hate him anymore.
Grandpa Mo, I'm also going over there, I'll go with you guys ......"

Mo Lao solemnly shook his head: "It's useless for you to go, not only will you not

be able to help, but you'll probably also become a bargaining chip for Lin Xiaoyun and

the others to threaten your father, and now the situation over in Western Europe is

already incredibly tense. After my people reported to me once an hour ago, the
communication broke off again, it's certain that now on their side, the situation is already
very tense, and I won't go this time, I'll stay in Tianhai, just Hao'er go by himself ......"

Lin Qingcheng looked at Lin Hao, and then at Mo Lao, "But will it be okay if just

my brother goes alone? What's he going to do with it? Grandpa Mo, let's hurry up and

gather our people and rush over there, the more the better ...... Quickly, quickly ......"

But Mo Lao shook his head and spoke firmly, "No, it's enough for Hao'er to go

alone. It can turn the situation around at the most crucial time ......"



Lin Qingcheng frowned deeply, it was obvious that she was restless, just as she
was about to speak again, Mo Lao was the first to interrupt her, "Qingcheng, Hao'er has
already broken through to that level, and now he is not weaker than Jun Wu Jing in the

slightest! You have been in the underground power of Western Europe for many years,
you should understand what that level represents ......" Mo Lao looked deeply at Lin

Qingcheng.

"What? Brother him? He ...... has broken through to that level and achieved the

position of a master?" Lin Qingcheng's body gathered and trembled, her eyes widened
and she looked incredulously at Mo Lao, then at Lin Hao.

Lin Hao didn't speak, but unleashed the overwhelming momentum on his body in

an instant, and as Lin Hao's momentum was released, Lin Qingcheng, Shen Xiyan, and Mo

Lao, all of them couldn't help but retreat backwards in a crazy manner, and each of them

at this moment, felt a mountain of weight on their bodies. The three of them were

horrified and shocked, but Lin Hao, who was standing to the side, had a great deal of

momentum ......

Mo Lao felt the vast body of Lin Hao and said to Lin Qingcheng with some
excitement, "Well, not only has Hao'er broken through that barrier, but he's also a Gestalt!
He's not much worse than your father now, and even because he's young, he's even
stronger than your father in his brief outbursts, even stronger ah ......"

Lin Qingcheng's heart was incomparably shocked, right now she was looking at

the imposing Lin Hao. It was as if she had seen Lin Yan, she also felt that the Lin Hao at

this moment was really not much worse than Lin Yan ......

Lin Hao looked deeply at Lin Qingcheng and said, "Sister, don't worry, I'll bring
that old man back, he still owes us both an explanation, don't think of dying so easily,
with me at ease, and those trash in the branch vein, this time they'll be cleared up

together ......"

Lin Hao's momentum was exploding, his words had a monstrous confidence, and
his overwhelming invincibility was constantly pervading his body ......
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"Brother, it's all up to you, make sure you bring that man, our father, back here, safe and
sound!!!" Lin Qingcheng was relieved after experiencing Lin Hao's extremely strong and

powerful Qi firsthand. Lin Yan had a certain chance of winning the duel with the Lin Clan



branch since he had a certain level of certainty. And now added Lin Hao's words, then the

odds of winning this duel were a bit greater ......

Lin Hao sucked in his breath and nodded heavily, incomparably sure, "Well, sis,
don't worry, I'll bring him back, he's lied to us for so many years, don't just want to walk
away from him!"

After Lin Hao finished speaking, he looked deeply at the people in the hall, then
his eyes fixed on Mo Lao and Yuyi, Lin Hao frowned and said, "Grandpa Mo, Yuyi, I'll
leave the family to you. Please don't ever have an accident, don't ever be like my last trip

to Yanjing, and please help me protect Xiyan ...... "Lin Hao finished paying a deep

obeisance to Mo Lao, he could go outside and fight to the death, but what he was most

worried about was Shen Xiyan. He didn't want it to be like last time, when he came back,
Shen Xiyan suffered a series of grievances ......

Mo Lao's face was incomparably serious as he nodded his head and looked at Lin

Hao, "Hao'er, don't worry, I'll give you my word that unless this old bone of mine dies, no
one will want to hurt Xi Yan! Don't worry about going to Western Europe, and don't have
any worries in your heart!"

Night One also assured Lin Hao with a heavy nod, "Brother, don't worry, I will also
swear to protect my sister-in-law. Don't worry, absolutely nothing will happen ......"

Lin Qingcheng also took a deep breath, held Shen Xiyan's hand with great force,
and said to Lin Hao, "Brother, don't worry, these days you're away, I'll be staying here

today, accompanying Xiyan. With me here you can rest assured, sister will definitely give
you a good protection of Xi Yan, what Xi Yan was like when you left, when you come

back, Xi Yan is definitely still like!"

Lin Hao listened to the assurances of the three, and only then did he feel somewhat

relieved. He wasn't afraid of anything, but he was afraid that Shen Siyan would be

wronged. At this moment, Shen Siyan also sensed that something was wrong with the

atmosphere in the hall, and her intuition told her that it was still dangerous for Lin Hao to
go out this time. And every time Lin Hao had gone out before, he had returned with

injuries. Shen Xiyan was incomparably worried, and her tears were about to fall. But she
still managed to hold back and said to Lin Hao, "Honey, be safe, definitely! I'll be at home

waiting for you to come back ...... back ......"

Shen Siyan looked at Lin Hao with incomparable affection. This was her man, a
gestalt hero, and Shen Siyan was very understanding. Knowing that Lin Hao was carrying



a huge responsibility and that Lin Hao was going to save his own father this time. Shen
Siyan can't be stopped if she blocks it, she can only go to support it, and she doesn't want
to be a drag on Lin Hao ......

Lin Hao took a deep look at Shen Xiyan, smiled at her and nodded and said, "Well,
don't worry, I'll be back safely, absolutely nothing will happen this time ......"

Lin Hao finished a pause, and then looked at Lin Qingcheng, Night One, Mo Lao

said: "Well, it's not too late, then I'm leaving now ......" Lin Hao said and went out, Night
One and Mo Lao followed behind Lin Hao. Aisan Wu Xi Lu Xi steak closed But just as Lin

Hao walked to the door to get into the car, Shen Xi Yan opened her mouth and called out

to him.

"Lin Hao, don't forget, after saving Dad, bring back Sister Yu Tong, be sure to
bring her back, don't let her marry someone else ......" Shen Suyan shouted at Lin Hao's
back.

Lin Hao's body was puffed up, and a hint of complexity rose up in his heart. Yes,
Shen Yutong also happened to be in Western Europe. Lin Hao wasn't going to think about
Shen Yutong's matter, but right now when he was leaving on his way out, Shen Xiyan also
told him so, so Lin Hao nodded his head, "Well, good, after I've dealt with the matter, I'll
go and look for her ......"

After Lin Hao said that, he got into the car, and Night One and Mo Lao also

followed Lin Hao into the car. Lin Qingcheng and Shen Xiyan, on the other hand, stood at
the entrance of the villa and watched the three of them go away, while the villa was now
surrounded by hundreds of the most elite top warriors protecting it, both brightly and

darkly. Unless it was an attack by an innate master himself, absolutely no one would be

able to harm Shen Shi Yan when Lin Hao was no longer there. ......

"Sister Qingcheng, don't worry, Dad will definitely be fine, I haven't even offered

him tea yet, Lin Hao will definitely bring him back safely ......" Shen Xiyan spoke to Lin

Qingcheng to comfort her after she saw Lin Hao leave.

Lin Qingcheng clenched her fist, took a deep breath and nodded heavily, "Mm, it
will definitely be fine. Both of them are the most important men in my life, both of them

are Gestapo heroes, it will definitely be alright ......"

......



Lin Hao left, Shen Shiyan over there has Lin Qingcheng personally accompanying

him at all times, he was also relieved. Others did not know Lin Qingcheng, but he himself

was very clear. His own this old sister's own strength are not weaker than the night one,
not only grows a beautiful, and the reach is also top-notch, in addition to the body, Lin
Qingcheng all aspects are also top-notch, with her accompanying Shen Shiyan, Lin Hao

assured ......

On the way to the airport, Lin Hao suddenly thought of Wang Shufen, Wang

Shufen was still living in Tang Cheng Yi Pin's house. The first thing you need to know is

how long it will take to get there. Before you go, you need to say goodbye to Wang

Shufen.

"Night One, turn around and go to my mother's place, after I leave later, you take

my mother to Xi Yan's place ......" said Lin Hao, who was sitting in the back of the car, to
Night One.

The car then turned around and Night One drove very fast, just ten minutes, and
Lin Hao arrived at Wang Shufen's door. Just after a few people got off the car, Lin Hao

frowned as he looked at the scene in front of Wang Shufen's house, and the hostility in his
body was instantly released ......

Because at this moment, in front of Wang Shufen's house, Wang Shuwen, Wang

Shutao, and their father, Wang Shuo, from Tianhai City were confronting Wang Shufen,
and the three of them were all looking very bad, and Wang Shufen was furious with the

three of them.

"Wang Shufen, don't go too far, no matter how you say you are also a member of

our Wang family. Heh ...... You're developed now, you don't want to care about us, right?
You drive a fancy car and live in a fancy house. What about us? We're broke. We don't
even have a place to live now. You're so rich, what's wrong with giving us a few million?
Do you have to watch me die to do that?" Wang Shutao cursed at Wang Shufen, a naked
moral kidnapping.

Wang Shufen's anger began to shiver all over his body, pointing at Wang Shutao

and saying, "Oh, you guys are still begging me now? Huh? When I first came to you,
drenched in the rain, on my knees, begging you for help, what about you? What are you

guys doing? You are eating meat and drinking wine!!! Didn't you say I wasn't allowed in

that house anymore? So what are you doing here with us now? Huh?" Wang Shufen

shivered and gritted her teeth, her heart for these relatives, disgusted to the extreme, lazy,
climbing power and aristocracy, see the wind and helm ......
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At this moment, Wang Shuwen also opened his mouth to Wang Shu "Shufen ah, you see

ha, things are over, it was our fault, we apologize to you, but blood is thicker than water,
we are still a family ah. The two of us are fine with it, but what about Dad? He's over 70
years old. Can you bear to see him beg for food? Huh?"

Wang Shufen was extremely speechless as she heard her big brother, Wang

Shuwen, say this. After so many years, when had this father of hers ever looked at her

squarely in the eye? Forgot about her long ago! And hated her to die out there. Now that

their Wang family was bankrupt, they thought of coming to themselves instead. Wang

Shufen's face was black with anger, her mouth was shivering and she couldn't say
anything ......

The next moment, just as Wang Shufen was about to speak, she suddenly saw Lin

Hao's group walking over. Wang Shufen knew that the scene had just been seen by Lin

Hao, and Wang Shufen felt incomparably humiliated at the moment. It was so humiliating

that she actually had such a relative, Wang Shufen complexly called out to Lin Hao,
"Hao'er ......"

As Wang Shufen opened her mouth, Wang Shuwen, Wang Shutao, and Wang Shuo,
also hurriedly turned back. Then they saw a gloomy-looking Lin Hao walking over, and
suddenly the three of them were trembling with fear. You must know that the Lin Hao in

front of them, now can be the most powerful person in Tianhai City ah, overnight wiped
out the Gong family, and two days ago the Leng family was also destroyed. The entire
clan had moved out of Tianhai City. Such a terrifying existence, how dare they provoke?
Especially when Wang Shuwen and Wang Shutao were in Nanjiang City, they even

opened their mouths to scold Lin Hao ......

So now, when they saw Lin Hao again, they were both so scared that their faces

were white and their legs were shivering. Lin Hao walked up to them with a gloomy face

and said to the three of them, "You guys really have a lot of guts, you actually dare to stay

in the Heavenly Sea? And it's coming to you?"

To be honest, Lin Hao had really forgotten about these few jumping clowns, and
now he had a lot going on. Little people like Wang Shutao, he didn't care about them at

all, and these few trash were not worth his attention. But these three people in the Wang

family were fucking like a toad, it didn't bite, but it was disgusting ah. Lin Hao had



limited time now and didn't bother to waste time on the three of them, his heart was
straightforwardly filled with killing intent ......

And now after feeling Lin Hao's killing intent, Wang Shutao Wang Shuwen

kneeled in front of Lin Hao with a thud. Wang Shutao was incomparably fearful and said,
"Lin Lin ...... Lin Hao, I'm sorry, I'm sorry, we're leaving, we're leaving ......"

After Wang Shutao finished speaking, he quickly stood up and crawled, pulling
Wang Shuwen and Wang Shuo to run out. Lin Hao turned his head to stare at the backs of

the three of them and said gloomily, "Let ...... you guys go?"

Wang Shutao's three bodies trembled so hard that the Wang brothers were so

frightened that cold sweat began to break out all over their bodies. That old man of the

Wang family, Wang Shuo, now turned around and looked at Lin Hao with incomparable

complexity and emotion, then looked at Wang Shufen, he sighed deeply and regretted it

to the extreme, only now he looked at Wang Shufen's indifferent appearance, and
understood in his heart, understood that Wang Shufen really would not help them from

now on ......

"Big brother, time is limited, I'll deal with these people, don't worry ......" said
Night One as he saw the killing intent surging in Lin Hao's body. Now time was running

out, Lin Hao couldn't afford to be mistaken by these three trash anymore.

As for Wang Shuwen Wang Shutao, his guts were on the verge of breaking when

he heard Night One's words. They also knew that it was useless to beg Lin Hao at this

moment, so they hurriedly kneeled down to Wang Shufen and kept smacking their faces,
begging Wang Shufen to let them both go ......

Wang Shuo also opened his mouth to plead with Wang Shufen ......

Wang Shufen sighed deeply and still spoke to Lin Hao, "Hao'er, forget it, let them
go, I don't want to see them again ......"

Lin Hao nodded and said to Night One, "The two of them break a leg and tell them

to get the hell out of the Heavenly Sea ......"

"Yes, big brother ......" Night One nodded quickly, and then Night One beckoned

his hand. Two combat sequences came down in the back of the car and brought the

constantly wailing and begging Wang Shuwen Wang Shutao, as well as the regret-filled



Wang Shuo onto the car. The car started and soon disappeared within the

neighborhood ......

Only after dealing with the three members of the Wang family did Wang Shufen
ask Lin Hao, "Hao'er, what's wrong? You don't look so good to me, do you? What's going
on out ......?" Wang Shufen hurried Lin Hao's very anxious appearance, so she didn't let
Lin Hao enter the door, so she quickly asked.

Lin Hao nodded: "Mom, I have something to go to Europe, and I don't know when

I'll be back from this trip. But it will take at least a few days, I'm afraid that after I leave,
something will happen again, you will follow Yei Yi later and go live at Xi Yan's place, so
don't live here alone again ......"

I'm not sure how much I'll be able to do, but I'm sure you'll be safe. I'll be waiting
at home with Xiyan for you to return. Be sure to pay attention to safety ah ...... "Wang

Shufen's eyes have endless worry ......

Lin Hao nodded, "Yes, Mom, I will, don't worry, it's fine ......"

Night One then separated another car and let Wang Shufen get into it, and at Lin

Hao's signal, he took Wang Shufen to Shen Xi Yan's place.

"Hao'er, we can go to the airport now, right?" After Mo Lao saw Wang Shufen

leave, he asked Lin Hao to open his mouth to Dye Sandwood Dye Ground Zero.

Lin Hao was silent and looked in the direction of the First Hospital of Tianhai City
and said, "No, before I leave, I still have to meet one more person ......"
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Right now at Tianhai City First Hospital, in a rescue room on the third floor, Hei Long was
lying on the operating table. This morning, he had broken three ribs in his chest by Lin

Hao, and that wasn't the most dangerous thing, the most dangerous thing was that one of

his broken bones was stuck in his lung, which meant that Black Dragon was a top-notch
warrior with a strong body and strong will, and also had the first aid of the White Tiger,
otherwise, Black Dragon would have no possibility of being resuscitated... ...

Outside the operating room, Jun Wu Jing was also waiting here, and Black Dragon

had followed him all the way to the battle. In his heart, he had long thought of Black

Dragon as his best brother, and this time it was his carelessness and misjudgment that



caused Black Dragon to be seriously injured by Lin Hao. And in a situation like that in the

morning, he couldn't say anything. After all, it was the Black Dragon who wanted to kill

Mo Tianji first. And if he started a war with Lin Hao in the morning, with Lin Hao's men

and this was Lin Hao's territory, then their group would definitely lose a lot of money.

So Jun Wu Jing didn't say anything about the Black Dragon's serious injuries and
the fact that Lin Hao's men had also injured Mo Tianji. It was just that although Jun Wu

Jing didn't say anything, his face was still very gloomy at the moment.

"Big brother, Black Dragon was too badly injured this time, are we just going to let
it go?" The valiant white tiger was a little reluctant to ask Jun Wu Jing repentance.

Jun Wujiao regret frowned, "What else can we do? Do you really want to start a

war with Lin Hao? And this time, we were the ones who started, so if we clash with Lin

Hao in the morning, are you all sure you'll survive? Hmm?" Jun Wu Jing narrowed his

eyes and took a deep breath, this morning's incident was definitely a mistake, a defeat.
But it gave him a reminder that he absolutely must not be too proud in the future.
Otherwise, something would really happen ......

After hearing Jun Wu Jing's words, Bai Hu opened her mouth to say something

when suddenly her eyes went wide and filled with incredulity, at the same time, she
instantly pulled out the dagger at her waist, at this moment not only Bai Hu, but also the

few people around Jun Wu Jing, all of them simultaneously prepared for battle and stared

closely at the doorway. Jun Wu Jing also stood up, his eyes profoundly looking at Lin Hao,
who came from the opposite corridor. ......

Yes, the person here was Lin Hao. Lin Hao had just told Mo Lao that he had one

more person to meet before he left, and the person he wanted to meet was Jun Wu Jing,
the world-famous, innate cleric with the power to fight! And Lin Hao came to see Jun Wu

Jing for no other reason than to see if he could pull Jun Wu Jing along with him to
Western Europe, if he could, it didn't matter if he couldn't, he was just coming over to try

anyway, after all, such a top-notch Innate Clan battle power was on display here. And if

he could pull Jun Wu Jing over, then he would be even more confident about the next

duel with the Lin Clan branch.

"What are you doing here? Looking for me to cover up the Westland Whispering

Saison?" Jun Wu Jing frowned and asked Lin Hao.



Lin Hao nodded, "Well, good, looking for you, my father is about to have a duel

with the Lin Clan branch in Western Europe, and I want to drag you there with me, I want
to ask for your help ......"

After Lin Hao finished speaking, Jun Wu Jing was all happy, he thought it was
something. The feeling was that Lin Hao had come to ask for his help. Jun Wu Jing was

speechless, he looked at Lin Hao with a smile and said, "Oh, Lin Hao, do you think we are

friends? Are you that familiar? Oh ......"

Jun Wuyou paused and pointed to the operating room behind him and said
gloomily to Lin Hao, "Don't forget, my brother is still in there and hasn't come out yet.
And he was injured by you, and I'm not going to go after you, but you're actually thinking
of asking me to give you a hand? Oh, I'm curious, what is this brain of yours?"

Lin Hao nodded his head without any expression, "Because you are Yanjing Gaishi

and I am Tianhai Gaishi. I just came here to ask you, to ask if you'll go or not, and I don't
have any hope in my heart. But if you go, in the future, you jun no regret is my friend,
today you help me once, I will help you once. If you don't help, it doesn't matter, I will
leave immediately, my time is limited, now give me your answer, help or not?"

Jun Wu Jing was laughing at Lin Hao's words, and as he laughed his expression

became incomparably grim. In an instant, there was a killing intent that spread out on his

body, and he stared at Lin Hao with a deadly stare and said, "Wonderful, I'm so damned

convinced! Your own father, Lin Yan, came to my door for no reason a few days ago, and
left a breath in my body before he left. I still haven't exorcised it, and you, as his son,
injured my people, and now even more so, you're asking me to follow you to save Lin Yan?
I'd like to ask, are you crazy, or am I?"

Lin Hao looked deeply at Jun Wu Jing, then did not hesitate anymore, turned his

head and left, he is now pressed for time, he came here, just to try the possibility of what
if, since Jun Wu Jing does not agree, then it does not matter, he quickly left ......

"Wait!" Just after Lin Hao took a few steps, Jun Wu Jing suddenly called out to

him.
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"What is it?" Lin Hao turned back and frowned at Jun Wu Jing.



Jun Wu Jing looked at Lin Hao with an interesting look, and with an extra wry

smile on his face, he said somewhat grimly, "Oh, you're short on time right now, you need
to hurry up and go to Western Europe, right? And if you leave, then if I want to kill your

people, it's very simple, such as your brother, your wife. After all, after you leave, no one
can stop me in the city. Let me get out of here? Hehe ...... "Jun Wu Jing looked at Lin Hao

with a smile.

Lin Hao didn't even look at Jun Wu Jing's eyes this time, and didn't say another

word, but turned around and walked away.

"Eh ...... "Jun Wu Jing was stunned, looking at Lin Hao didn't even pay attention to
him, and quickly spoke to Lin Hao's back, "Hey, don't go, I told you, if you go, I but I will
really do it, aren't you worried? ......"

"You're Jun Wu Jing Gai Shi, you won't ......" Lin Hao didn't turn back, but his
voice reached Jun Wu Jing's ears, and as Lin Hao's words fell, his figure disappeared from
Jun Wu Jing's sight.

Jun Wu Jing was stunned, he never expected Lin Hao to reply like this. For a
moment, he also had a hint of strange emotions in his heart towards Lin Hao. Jun
Regretless muttered, "What an interesting person, really quite interesting, do you trust me

as an enemy that much ...... hehe ......"

At this time, the door of the operating room opened, and a sweating doctor came

out of it, the doctor walked up to Jun Wu Jing and said with great relief to Jun Wu Jing:
"Mr. Jun, the operation has been done, your brother is fine, but he has to recuperate in



the hospital for a few days, the bones have just been connected, don't make any big

movements ......".

Jun unrepentant nodded his head ......

Downstairs of the hospital, when Mo Lao saw Lin Hao walking down alone, he
shook his head helplessly, and when Lin Hao got into the car, he turned his head and said,
"I told you, how could he help you, hey, let's go, let's go to the airport ......"

"Well ...... "Lin Hao nodded, and just as the driver, in the front row, was about to
start the car, the door beside Lin Hao was opened, and the next moment, Jun Wu Jing,
who was full of pride, directly sat in.

The first thing you need to do is to take a look at the car and see if it's a good fit.
Your father beats me up, you beat up my brother, and now I'm actually going to go with

you to save someone! I'm f**king ......"

Jun unrepentantly sat beside Lin Hao, who had been cursing, and he, Yan Gai Shi,
had gone to Yanjing. He didn't even take the initiative to find Lin Yan's trouble, but as a
result, he sat at home, Lin Yan came to his door, fought with him once, and then left. And
now he actually had to help Lin Hao go to Western Europe to save Lin Yan! Jun Wu Jing

didn't know what he himself was thinking. Reason told him that Lin Hao Lin Yan died just

fine, but for some reason, he still came down, he just had an urge in his heart, an urge to

follow Lin Hao to Western Europe, and now Jun Wu Jing himself felt that he himself was

crazy ......



"Oh ...... thank you ......" Lin Hao looked at the scolding Jun Wu Jing who was

sitting beside him, he also smiled. Then Lin Hao put away the smile on his face and said

incomparably seriously to Jun Wu Jing, "Thank you, I owe you a favor, from now on you

will be my brother ......"

"Get lost, who is your brother, when you go to Yanjing, we still have a battle ......
Don't get close to me, Yanjing Gaiji's name, I won't let you have it!" Jun Wu Jing said to

Lin Hao without looking at him.

Although Jun Wu Jing's tone was very bad, but Lin Hao's heart was instead more

at ease, Jun Wu Jing such as this, such a world class pride, all have their own pride, he
said that he would help, then he would definitely do his best to help. And at this moment,
sitting in the front row, Mo Lao, looking at the two young Gestalts in the back row, mouth

wide open, old face full of shock ......

Ten minutes later, on the Tianhai Airport, in front of a plane that was about to

take off, Lin Hao stood in front of Mo Lao, Jun Wu Hui stood at the mouth of the plane,
Lin Hao nodded to Mo Lao and said seriously, "Grandpa Mo, wait for my good news, I will
definitely bring Lin Yan back, this time, the Lin Clan branch, will be destroyed, I will level
their sacred mountain!"

"Well, I'm sure I'll be waiting for you and your father and son back in the Celestial

Sea! Be safe! Take care!" Mo Lao was also incredibly serious and nodded to Lin Hao with

a heavy face.

"Mm ...... "Lin Hao turned around and followed Jun Wuyoung onto the plane, and
the next moment the plane's cabin door closed and the plane took off, hurtling towards

Western Europe ......
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Just as Lin Hao boarded the plane to Europe, inside the Lin Clan's ancestral home in

Yanjing, Old Madam Lin, who had always been unfazed by Mount Tai, also felt that

something was wrong, the quietness inside the Lin Clan these past few days made her feel

very wrong, and her eyelids were always jumping, her heart was bored, and she always

felt as if something was about to happen.

"Qiu Hong, I've always been upset these past few days, what do you think is wrong
with me?" Old Madame Lin frowned, rubbing her temples herself and said to the maid

beside her.

Qiu Hong was also an old man, she had followed Old Madam Lin all her life. At
this moment, she sniffed, looked at Old Lady Lin and said, "Miss, do you have a cold? It's
windy outside, let's go inside, it's warmer inside ......"

Old Mrs. Lin stood up at the news and said, "Well, good, then go back to the house

zero yi yi shade shan ......"

Just after Old Lady Lin took a few steps, she suddenly stopped and said to Qiu

Hong, "By the way Qiu Hong, did Lin Yan not come for the past few days? I don't like him,
but he came every day before to pay me a visit, so why hasn't he come in the last few days?
Have you seen him at the ancestral home in the last few days? What's he doing?" Old Mrs.
Lin's brows furrowed even more and she finally remembered what was wrong. Yes, Lin
Yan hasn't come for several days ah ...... Ever since the day before yesterday when Lin

Yan left, she sensed a hint of something wrong from Lin Yan ......



When Qiu Hong heard Old Lady Lin's question, she also frowned and nodded,
"Well, yes. Lin Yan hasn't been here for three or four days now, and I haven't seen him

again in the ancestral mansion in the last few days. Not only him, but even those people

in Lin Jie Tian Lin Jiuyin haven't seen him either. Well, these days the ancestral mansion

is much, much quieter, as if there were suddenly a lot less people ......" said Qiu Hong to

Old Lady Lin, she didn't think deeper.

It's just that Old Mrs. Lin, who was walking towards the house, was now trembling

all over, frowning and saying: "Not good, something happened, something big

happened ...... "The next moment, Old Mrs. Lin's face instantly changed greatly... ...

"Huh? What's wrong, miss? What's going on? What the hell is going on?" Qiu
Hong was puzzled and asked to Old Mrs. Lin.

Old Mrs. Lin was anxious, and was in no mood to explain to Qiu Hong now, but
quickly took out her cell phone from her pocket and called Lin Ban Cheng: "Ban Cheng,
quickly check what has happened in the Lin family recently! Lin Yan disappeared, Lin Jai

Tian Lin Jiuyin those people also disappeared, right check again what those people in the

west Lin Tsunyun are doing, quick, quick ah ......"

After Mrs. Lin hung up the phone, the house did not return directly and got up to

go to the ancestral home of the Lin Clan Shrine. She was incomparably anxious, she
always felt that something had happened, and it was a big deal, something was very

wrong. Old Mrs. Lin on the way to the ancestral shrine, the phone in her hand did not

stop, she married to the Lin Clan so many years, she naturally has a large intelligence

network in her hands, but these years she did not how to activate. But this time she was

all activated, with the old lady's phone one by one, suddenly countless people began to

move ......



Old Lady Lin, on the other hand, was sitting alone within the lobby of Lin's CEO.
Her face was incomparably heavy, and she now desperately needed to know what was

going on! And when she passed by Lin Yan's residence just now, she also noticed that

even Dong Xue and that bastard Lin Yu were not there, and the old lady Lin's heart was
pounding non-stop, and she had a feeling that something was definitely wrong. ......

Time slowly passed, and as one phone call came in, Old Lady Lin's face became

even heavier. Just as Old Lady Lin was about to make another call, the anxious figure of
Lin Ban Cheng hurriedly barged in.

"Half-Cheng, what's going on?"When Old Lady Lin saw that Lin Ban Cheng looked

so panicked, she quickly stood up and asked in a condensed manner.

Lin Ban Cheng's face was incomparably complex, and his eyes had a deep, hidden
color of sorrow. He opened his mouth with difficulty to Old Lady Lin, and before he spoke,
Yanjing turned a little red, and soon hot tears emerged in his eyes. Lin Bancheng looked

at the old lady Lin in front of him, and for so many years he had always treated old lady

Lin as his sister . Old Mrs. Lin has spent her life for Lin's sake, a Heroine, and her husband
Lin Zhantian, her son Lin Yan, and her grandson Lin Hao, which one of them is not a

Gestapo figure? Such a woman can truly be called a wonder woman ......

Lin Half-City already knew the truth, that he and Old Lady Lin had been wrong

about Lin Yan for so many years. Lin Yan hadn't changed from start to finish! He had
been holding back, and he had just found out that at this moment, the Lin Clan branch

was in the west, where the Holy Mountain was, and Lin Xiaoyun's few people had put the

Holy Mountain completely under siege and were preparing for Lin Yan's attack like an

enemy. And Lin Yan was now at the foot of the sacred mountain at this moment, ready to
launch a final battle against the Lin Clan branch at any moment.



So Lin Ban Cheng didn't know if Old Madam Lin's heart could bear it after he told

her this news at this moment! And at this moment, when Old Lady Lin looked at Lin Ban

Cheng's face like this, the bad feeling in her heart grew stronger and stronger, she knew
that something had happened, but now she didn't know the truth ah.

"Half-Cheng, what's going on, tell us what's going on? I'm dying of anxiety, hurry
up and tell me ......" Old Lady Lin hurriedly urged Lin Ban Cheng, because she had already
felt a sadness, an extreme sadness from Lin Ban Cheng's body at this moment ......

Lin Ban Cheng took a deep breath, his eyes incomparably complex and said to the

old lady Lin: "Big sister, Lin Yan is at war with those people of the branch, three days ago
he killed all the Lin Clan people in Yanjing, Dong Xue and Lin Yu were not killed by Lin

Yan, but they also died, now Lin Yan has arrived at the foot of the sacred mountain of the

western branch, at any time he will start a decisive battle against those old people of the

branch. ......"

At this point, Lin Bancheng took a deep breath and said with red eyes, "Old sister,
we've been wrong to blame Lin Yan all these years, he's been holding back, he's been
holding back ah. And two days ago, when Hao'er got married, Lin Yan probably thought

that Hao'er had grown up, so he no longer waited, so he just killed the Lin Clan branch by

surprise ......"

Lin Bancheng incomparably complicated said ......
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"What ...... Lin Yan, he ...... him, he's been holding back all these years? He's going to kill
his way up to the Sacred Mountain to fight those people now?" Old Lady Lin's face
changed dramatically, and her body involuntarily all took two steps backwards. Because



this news was too sudden and too shocking for her. Because she didn't know at all

beforehand, Lin Yan had done too well, quietly, until now when Lin Yan had all arrived at

the foot of the Sacred Mountain and would launch a decisive battle against those people
of Lin Xiaoyun at any moment.

"He, he came to see me three days ago, so that was the time he came to say

goodbye to me? He ...... him ...... "Old Mrs. Lin's tears brushed down. At this moment, in
her mind, she couldn't help but remember that look Lin Yan gave her three days ago

when Lin Yan gave her his blessing and told her to take care of her body ......

At that time, Old Mrs. Lin felt that something was wrong with Lin Yan that day,
and sure enough, was something wrong. It turned out that her son had been so good,
hadn't betrayed her, had been holding back, and that was for a full decade or so ah! Old
Mrs. Lin couldn't help getting teary-eyed at the moment.

But she quickly reacted and hurriedly said to Lin Bancheng, "Bancheng, quickly,
quickly mobilize all the power of the main vein, to give support to Yan'er, quickly ......"
Old Mrs. Lin was now crying and shouting anxiously to Lin Bancheng. At this moment she

had understood, everything was clear, but her heart was so hard, so painful, she had
never been good to Lin Yan all these years. And yet Lin Yan had never said anything for so
many years ......

Lin Ban Cheng's tears were falling at this moment, he was really shocked and

deeply shaken by what Lin Yan had done at this moment. He never thought that Lin Yan

would actually be able to do such a level, a single concealment for more than a decade.
More than ten years of concealment, ah, watching with his own eyes every day, his own
enemy, bouncing smoothly before his eyes ......

Just at this moment in the face of the words of the old lady Lin, but Lin Qingcheng

is incomparably painful shook his head: "too late, too late ah, our forces are scattered
around the world, now even to mobilize, I'm afraid it's too late ah ......" Lin Qingcheng at

this moment in addition to the shock of the heart, there is only a deep helplessness ......

The tears on Old Lady Lin's face continued to flow down, but she still hurriedly
said, "Then let's find a way to give Yan'er the greatest support, since our forces can't
reach Western Europe. Then those people of Lin Xiaoyun's scattered forces won't be able
to reach either! Hurry up and give the order to strike globally, all branches of power,
annihilate them all!!! Leave no one behind!!!"



Old Lady Lin made a quick decision, since they couldn't mobilize their forces to

Western Europe to support Lin Yan now. Then Lin Xiaoyun wouldn't be able to mobilize

the scattered forces back either!

Lin Ban Cheng also brightened up after hearing the words of Old Madam Lin and
quickly nodded his head, "Mmhmm, yes, if we can't get past our power, then Lin

Xiaoyun's power on the outside won't be transferred over either! I'll go and arrange this

right away ...... "After Lin Bancheng finished speaking, he hurriedly walked out ......

"Lin Yan, you ...... must come back alive! It's mom's fault, it's mom's fault ah, you
must come back alive, don't let mom's white hair ah ...... "Old lady Lin mumbled to

herself with tears on her face. At this moment her heart was filled with too much emotion,
too much complexity, too much shock ......

After thinking for a moment, Old Lady Lin quickly dried the tears on her face, now
that her son was still in great danger. She couldn't cry! Crying won't solve anything! Her
son had been holding back for so many years, and now that he had exploded, how could

she, as a mother, drag her son's feet at this time? Her priority right now was to hurry up

and do something favorable to Lin Yan's duel!!!!

The next moment Old Lady Lin forcibly left all her grief, all her sorrow, in her

heart! She dialed Mo Lao and she wanted Mo Lao to support Lin Yan. Just wait until she
finished, Mo Lao's response left her stunned.

On the other end of the phone came Mo Lao's complicated voice: "Big sister, you
also know ah, sorry ah, I've always known about this matter, I planned it with Lin Yan

more than ten years ago ...... that Lin Yu is not Lin Yan's biological son... ..."

When Old Lady Lin heard Mo's words, her heart was ruthlessly shaken again, but
then she felt a bit of comfort in her heart. After all, Lin Yan wasn't alone and there was

still the old man, Mo Yuntian, to help him.

"Yun Tian, tell me honestly, how sure are you with Lin Yan?" Old Mrs. Lin's voice
trembled as she asked Mo Lao on the phone.

After a moment of silence on the other side of the phone, Mo Lao said, "Fifty
percent, just the words that Lin Yan and I those preparations, we only have fifty

percent ......"



"Fifty percent? Only fifty percent?" Old Mrs. Lin's heart tightened, and her worries
grew even more.

Mo Lao's side was silent for even longer this time, only after a while did he

continue to say to Old Lady Lin, "But now it's ninety percent, because Hao'er has already
passed, Hao'er even brought Jun Wu Jing with him just before he left, Hao'er has already
broken through to that level, he's no worse than Jun Wu Jing now! Hao'er now means to

be the Gestalt of Heaven and Sea! Old Sister, don't worry, with Lin Hao and Jun Wu Jing

in the past, there is absolutely no problem in this battle, absolutely ......"

"Hao'er ...... "Old Mrs. Lin's heart was hard shaken, and her hot, muddy tears fell

again ......
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The so-called Holy Mountain of the Lin Clan Branch, its appearance is a large snowy
mountain over two thousand meters above sea level, stretching vastly. The origin of the

Lin Clan's branch of the Sacred Mountain was established more than a hundred years ago,
at that time, China's domestic poverty and weakness, the general environment is not good,
the Lin Clan's inheritance of a thousand years also suffered from war, the clan's heritage
was constantly being depleted, and as a last resort, more than a hundred years ago, the
Lin Clan, after internal discussions, decided to open a second base overseas. In order to

preserve the Lin Clan's heritage.

If you look at it from back then, this decision was incredibly correct. It was just that in the
following hundred years, after this overseas base of the Lin Clan had been run by those in

the branch, they had the ambition to establish another Lin Clan on their own, to break

away from the Huaxia Lin Clan, and either the overseas Lin Clan would annex the Huaxia

Lin Clan and make the entire Lin Clan one. Either that or stand on their own overseas, so
that time more than a decade ago, after Lin Zhantian's death, Lin Xiaoyun started the first

internal struggle within the Lin Clan, wanting to make the Lin Clan change, and from then

on, the power of the Lin Clan's branch would go to their side.

It was just that in that struggle back then, although the main vein's power was heavily
damaged, Lin Xiaoyun and the others were still unsuccessful. And then for the next ten

years, Lin Xiaoyun was overseas constantly developing the power of the Sacred Mountain,
preparing every moment for a second war against the main vein, and Lin Zai Tian and Lin

Jiuyin were the spokesmen for Lin Xiaoyun in Huaxia, but what Lin Xiaoyun never



expected was that Lin Jiuyin would be annihilated by Lin Yan before he could do
anything. None of their branch's power would be left in Warsaw!

At this moment, inside the Holy Mountain of the Lin Clan Branch, in the middle of an

incomparably well-protected chamber, the white-haired Lin Xiaoyun, Lin Xiaoyu, Lin
Fengyun, and two mixed-blooded old men were meeting inside.

Lin Xiaohu was a muscular man, and although he was already old, his body exuded an

iron-blooded intent and was not angry. At this moment, Lin Xiaohu slowly spoke, "Jai
Tian and Jiuyin were killed by Lin Yan, and all the forces we left in the country were

annihilated by Lin Yan, it was us who all underestimated that Lin Yan, thinking that he

would do nothing after becoming the head of the family. Turns out he's been holding

back all along!!!" Lin Xiaohu's eyes had a murderous flicker.

The immortal-looking Lin Fengyun also nodded gravely, "Not bad, and Lin Yan's strength
is very strong, judging from the fact that he was able to kill Burial, I'm afraid that his

current strength is no worse than any of us here, even stronger than me ......"

"Oh, I haven't seen that Lin Yan yet, according to the information we got, he's already
here and he's planning to hit the Sacred Mountain and wipe us out? I'd like to meet this

person, is the best person of the main vein, a bit of an expectation ......" said a

mixed-blooded old man sitting opposite Lin Fengyun, smiling lightly. His name was Lin

Congfeng, he was born overseas and also had the battle prowess of an Innate Master, but
he had been active overseas all these years and hadn't been to Warsaw.

Another mixed-blood old man, like Lin Congfeng, named Lin Jungle, also nodded his

head at this moment and said, "Not bad, we two brothers also want to see this,
century-old genius of the main vein. But isn't he underestimating us too much? Do you

really think you can kill us if you can kill Bury? Oh ...... Not to mention anything else,
with the five of us here today, there aren't many forces in the entire world that can stop

us.Why should he Lin Yan fight up here? Is it just by virtue of that Dao One beside him?"

"Heh ......" Lin Jungle looked disdainful, he really didn't care about Lin Yan. Lin Yan was

strong, but Lin Yan was only one person after all, and the most battle-hardened of them

all, Lin Xiaoyun, was completely capable of dealing with Lin Yan. And couldn't the four of
them kill a Daoist One? And knowing that this was their old nest, run for over a hundred

years, it had already been run like a barrel. There were hundreds of top killers alone, as
well as two thousand of the most elite warriors. These people were not innate masters,
but the ants were biting the elephants.



As Lin Xiaoyun listened to the four people in the room talk, they didn't seem to be taking

Lin Yan too seriously. Only he, Lin Xiaoyun, was different, he had a deep scruple in his

heart towards Lin Yan.

The revenge of killing his wife was unbearable, and Lin Yan was actually able to endure it

for over ten years! Let's not talk about how good Lin Yan's battle strength was, just this
reticence of Lin Yan's was enough to move him to be treated with any amount of caution.

Lin Xiaoyun tapped his fingers on the table and slowly said, "Don't underestimate Lin Yan,
since he dared to come this time, he must have a certain level of certainty, we should
treat him with caution. I'm not afraid of Lin Yan coming, I'm afraid of him not coming, if
he dares to come this time, then don't think about going away Earth Love Service Love

Dye Zero Dye ...... "

Lin Xiaoyun's eyes had a cold flicker in them, the power of the Sacred Mountain was too

strong, and this was his lair, his home base. When they started that battle over a decade

ago, none of them had broken through that level yet, but now they had. Although Lin Yan

and Dao Yi had broken through as well, they were only two after all, but there were as
many as five of them on their side of the top battlefield. In particular, Lin Congfeng, who
had been hiding in Western Europe, and Lin Jungle, the two brothers, were the two
bottom cards in his hand. These two cards Lin Congfeng had hidden very well all these

years, just to wait for this day ......

Lin Xiaoyun's eyes flickered with cold manners and his mouth curved in a strange curve

as he muttered, "Lin Yan, Lin Yan, I was originally planning to make an end to your main

vein, if you had hidden in Huaxia and never came out. We were really a little afraid to go

over there, but now that you've come out, you won't think of going back this time ......"

Yes, even though Lin Xiaoyun now held such a huge amount of power in his hands. There
were as many as five innate masters alone, but he still didn't dare to go directly into

Huaxia as a branch vein and kill them. Huaxia had a Great Terror, and as long as that

person didn't die, even if their branch vein had more innate masters, they wouldn't dare
to go back. And more than a hundred years ago it was also because of the existence of that

terror that the Lin Clan decided even more to transfer half of their heritage outside, just in
case that person would get a whim and wipe out the entire Lin Clan ......
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Thinking of that terrifying existence, Lin Xiaoyun's eyes also had a hint of deep

scruples ......



These people of the Lin Clan branch were quietly waiting for Lin Yan's arrival,
waiting for the duel. At this moment, a private plane that was flying from Warsaw to

Western Europe had finally landed on an airport in Western Europe. In the next moment,
Lin Hao, who was dressed in black with a hat covering his face, and Jun Wu Jing walked

down from the plane ......

When he finally landed on the ground, Lin Hao took a deep breath and said

somewhat reassuringly, "It looks like Lin Yan hasn't started yet, it's good to catch up ......"

Lin Hao looked at the direction of the Lin Clan Branch Sacred Mountain and
muttered to himself, yes, because of the height of the Lin Clan Branch Sacred Mountain,
Lin Hao could clearly see the situation there even from dozens of kilometers away. And at
the moment, the holy mountain of the Lin Clan's branch, it was quiet, it was obvious that
Lin Yan hadn't started yet, Lin Hao and Jun Wu Jing came here by plane, and also flew

for eight hours, it was too far, this way Lin Hao was worried in his heart that he would

start a duel with the Lin Clan before he reached Lin Yan.

Lin Hao is greatly relieved, Jun Wu Jing also looked at the direction of the Lin

Clan branch of the sacred mountain, and said somewhat playfully, "In fact, the overall
strength of your Lin Clan is stronger than our Jun Clan, but you have split, if Lin Xiaoyun

and these people are in Huaxia, and are on the same page as you, then within Huaxia, I'm
afraid that there is no family, forces can no longer be able to compete with you ......"

Lin Hao nodded, with killing intent pervading his body, "Yes, but people are
always ambitious. I also didn't know until now that the Lin Clan still had such a huge and

extremely powerful force overseas. This force isn't even weaker than the Lin Clan in

Warsaw. With such a powerful force, Lin Yan, are you really prepared enough?" Lin Hao

had a worry in his heart about Lin Yan. He had seen all the information about the Lin

Clan branch that Mo Lao had collected on the plane. After reading it, Lin Hao felt a

depression in his heart, this battle was bad, very bad.

Jun Wuyou nodded and said, "No matter what, after this battle, your Lin Clan will

be greatly injured, the enemy is too strong, while your father hasn't started yet, you find

a place to help me force out the strand of breath your father left in my body, we forced
out half of it on the plane, and now there's still half of it ......"

Jun Wu Jing was also deeply frowning at the moment, his face had a heavy weight
and his heart was incomparably horrified. The Lin Clan was worthy of being a great clan

with a thousand years of inheritance, and now, just from what he knew, there were as



many as six innate masters that the Lin Clan had put on display! And his Jun family is

now counting him, there is only one old man. Jun family is even worse than the Lin

family ......

Lin Hao shook his head: "There's no hurry, wait for someone first, count the time,
it should be soon ......" Lin Hao's eyes have a touch of profoundness, there is a person he

has arranged in the Lin branch for more than ten years, and in these ten years he has not

been in contact with that person, the original agreement, Lin Hao and him are still just a

small child, and now more than ten years have passed, Lin Hao also does not know if that

person will still abide by the agreement of that year, the youngest ......

"The people you arranged within the Lim branch? Is it reliable? Lin Xiaoyun is not

an ordinary person, I've dealt with him, this person is very calculating, the secret person
you planted may not be useful ......" said Jun Wuqing frowning at Lin Hao.

Lin Hao also shook his head with a heavy face and said, "I don't know, he's from
the branch after all, I don't know if he'll come back. Let's take a gamble, either he'll come

by himself or he'll bring someone here ......"

Jun Wu Jing was on guard at Lin Hao's words. He felt that Lin Hao wasn't sure of
himself right now, and Jun Wu Jing nodded to Lin Hao before silently walking to a corner

and hiding. He was also able to support Lin Hao if there was a conflict later on.

A little bit of time passed, seven or eight minutes later, a person came out of the

darkness, this person had a mask on his face and ink on his head, making it impossible to

see his face clearly.

This person walked to Lin Hao three meters in front of the place to stand, a deep
look at Lin Yan said: "soon to duel, this time you should not contact me, those people will
be suspicious ......"

Lin Hao looked deeply at the person in front of him and said, "Lin Leng, can I still

trust you? After all, more than ten years have passed, will you still keep the promise you

made back then?"

Yes, the person Lin Hao had placed within the branch was Lin Leng!!!! In the Lin

Clan's ancestral home in Yanjing, in direct confrontation with Lin Hao, the Lin Clan

branch of the best back in Warsaw, in Europe, on pulling out a strong team of Lin Leng! It
was also hailed by the Lin Clan branch as, the only junior within the Lin Clan who could

be on par with Lin Hao!



Lin Leng was silent in the face of Lin Hao's words, back when Lin Hao was a

teenager, he was too. A promise made by two little kids back then. And now more than

ten years had passed, Lin Hao was growing up. Too much time had passed, and many

things would change ......

The next moment Lin Leng pulled out half a rusty dagger from his pocket and
tossed it to Lin Hao, "The day the broken sword is recast, the day your brothers meet

again! Although I was born in the branch, I am loyal to the ancient oath, I am loyal to the

Lin and will never betray it!"

"The day the Broken Sword is recast is the day the brothers are reunited!" This
incredibly middle-of-the-road statement is the oath those two little kids made back

then ......

Lin Hao held half a dagger that Lin Leng threw over, he also pulled out half a

dagger from his bosom, the dagger blade had a mechanism, at this moment Lin Hao

combined the two daggers together, and a complete dagger appeared in Lin Hao's
hand ......
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Under the night, Lin Hao and Lin Leng stood facing each other, the two of them quietly

looking at each other. This scene was like a world away, as if the two teenagers back then
had a common ideal and a common pursuit. And now more than ten years had passed, the
hearts of the two were still the same, and that was everything for Lin's sake.

"Pat ......" Jun Wu Jing clapped his hands and walked out from the shadows, he
smiled and said to Lin Hao and Lin Leng, "Not bad, I'm really glad that after so many

years, your feelings haven't changed. "

"The Yanjing Gestapo has no regrets?" Lin Leng instantly recognized Jun Wu Jing,
he had heard of Jun Wu Jing last month when he was at Lin's in Yanjing. He just didn't
have the chance to see it at the time, but now that Jun Wu Jing had followed Lin Hao to

Western Europe, he was shocked as well.



Jun unrepentant nodded and didn't say anything more, Lin Hao nodded to Lin

Leng and said, "Lin Leng, thanks ......" Lin Hao said and threw the fully assembled dagger

into Lin Leng's hand.

Lin Leng took the dagger and slowly said: "You and I do not need to say the word

thank you, fortunately that day after you left I, otherwise I'm afraid I'm now killed by

your father. Let's go and go to the Holy Mountain, but it's very troublesome now, the
people I brought from Africa have been placed on the outskirts of the Holy Mountain, and
although I'm a member of the branch, Lin Xiaoyun and the others still don't trust me. I
can only take you to my station, on the outskirts, and can't get inside ......"

Lin Hao frowned, but then he got over it, this was Lin Xiaoyun's style. Lin Leng

had been out there for so many years, although he had been loyal to Lin Jie Tian Lin Jiu

Yin before. But Lin Xiaoyun was still clearly not very new. After all, all the Lin branches

in Huaxia were dead and Lin Leng wasn't, that was the biggest mystery of all!

Lin Hao nodded, "Well, it's fine, the periphery is enough, when the war starts, I'll
break through into the interior, just when the war starts, withdraw with your men and

horses, don't start a war with Lin Yan, Lin Yan has been preparing for this for so many

years, he won't be a bit unsure, and don't think about participating in this duel again. I
recognize you, but Lin Yan doesn't know ......" Lin Hao frowned deeply.

Lin Leng also nodded with a heavy face, "Well, okay, I know, I'll withdraw when

the house master attacks, and at that time, the house master's main target is Lin

Xiaoyun's few people, so he probably won't care about my team anymore. It's not a good
idea to be late, so let's go now ......"



Lin Hao and Jun Wu Jing nodded, lowered their hats to follow Lin Leng, and soon

disappeared into the night. Lin Hao and Jun Wu Jing would participate as warriors under

Lin Leng's command, and the three of them meeting here, neither Lin Xiaoyun nor Lin

Yan knew that there would be a third party involved in this upcoming duel, and it was

still two top-level Gestalt innates!

If they knew, they would be far less peaceful ......

At four o'clock in the morning, in the secret base where Lin Yan was, Lin Yan

walked out of the closed chamber. Taking a long breath, his body's condition returned to

its peak. After more than ten hours, he had eliminated the last bit of breath that Burial

had left in his body, and now that his strength was back to its peak, the injuries on his

body were irrelevant.

"Exorcised it clean? If you haven't gotten it clean, we'll just wait another day to

attack ...... "Dao Yi watched Lin Yan walk away from the chamber and asked Lin Yan.

Lin Yan nodded, "Well, get it cleaned up. Don't postpone it any longer, I'm afraid

Lin Xiaoyun already knows about us coming to Western Europe, and if we attack a day

later, Lin Xiaoyun will be able to mobilize some more forces from the outside. Let's attack
in two hours, the first moment the sun rises!"

Dao Yi frowned and looked at Lin Yan in a somewhat complicated manner and

said, "While you were in seclusion, I received news that the power of your main vein has

been all over the world, waging war against the branch vein, this should be your mother's
handiwork ...... "Dao Yi looked deeply at the Lin Yan took a glance. Before the duel, he
felt he needed to tell Lin Yan this news.



Lin Yan was stunned at the news, a trace of reminiscence and complexity rising in

his eyes, and after a long moment of silence, he murmured in his heart, "Mother? It seems

she knows all about it, thank you ...... It's just that I'm not sure if I, after this time, will be
able to go back alive either ......"

Lin Yan's heart lamented, but his mouth did not say it. Instead, he said to Dao Yi:
"Gather your strength, let everyone eat and rest, two hours later, kill zero Wu closed land

west whisk west holy mountain to ......".

Dao Yi was silent, he said to Lin Yan with two big black eyes on top of his head,
"Don't you have anything else to prepare? Should we rely on the warriors under our

command to charge in? Don't you have some people inside the branch? You know, that
sacred mountain, the people of your branch, have operated it for hundreds of years, and
now it's defended like a barrel, if we kill it head on, the brothers under our command will

be killed and injured ...... "Dao Yi frowned deeply, he felt that with Lin Yan's character,
he would definitely be inside the Lin Clan's branch. Staffed ......
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But in Dao Yi's expectant eyes, Lin Yan shook his head deeply at him, "No, none of them,
Lin Xiaoyun, Lin Xiaohu, Lin Fengyun those people aren't as simple as they appear.
Arranging people in, if it's the top level, there's no way to escape their scrutiny, while if
it's the bottom level, it's useless. That's why I didn't waste that energy all these

years ......"

After being silent for a while, Dao Yi took a deep breath and said with a firm look

in his eyes, "Alright, then only strong killing, I've already arranged the pensions for the

families of the warriors under my command ...... "Dao Yi's heart was somewhat heavy,
because he didn't know how many of those warriors under their command would still be

able to survive after this battle?



Lin Yan's eyes also had more than a hint of sadness in them, and after a long

silence, he said in an unbearable tone, "Yes, people will definitely die, and many more

will die, and I don't know how many will be left in the end to survive ......"

After Lin Yan finished speaking, he was silent again, and he lit a rare cigarette and

smoked it. By the time he finished smoking, he remembered an ancient oath in his head,
an oath that every member of the Lin Clan, was instilled from birth.

"The Lin Clan will always be united and work together in foreign affairs, and if

there are any second thoughts, the children and grandchildren of the Lin Clan will be

staked together!"

It was that oath that Lin Yan didn't know if there would still be any reporters back

then when the war started in two hours, those children of the branches controlled by Lin

Xiaoyun. There shouldn't be any, after all, those people from the Lin branch of the Huaxia

Clan had forgotten about it, so Lin Yan had killed them all without any mercy. So this

oath he didn't tell Dao Yi either, after two hours, he could only attack and kill them in by

force ......

An hour later, Lin Yan, who was dressed in a black coat, and Dao Yi, arrived at the
foot of the holy mountain of Lin's branch, and behind them stood silently two hundred

top assassins, dead men. And farther away, a figure was rushing this way, Lin Yan secretly
saving more than ten years of power, all gathered here at this moment ......

As the number of people and horses behind them continued to increase, the
momentum on Lin Yan and Dao Yi's bodies also climbed up and up again, and the



movement of such a large number of them couldn't be hidden at all, as Lin Xiaoyun had

already discovered.

At this moment, Lin Xiaoyun was standing on a raised platform in the middle of

the Sacred Mountain that was exposed, looking down on Lin Yan who was standing in the

distance. Lin Xiaoyun opened his mouth and said to Lin Yan with a full breath, "Lin Yan!
You won't get out alive today ......"

The first thing you need to do is to take a look at the newest addition to the list,
which will be the first thing you need to do to get the newest addition to the list. Up.

After Lin Xiaoyun said something to Lin Yan, he stopped talking and turned

around to enter the interior of the Sacred Mountain. The duel was about to begin, and in

his heart Lin Yan was already a dead man. This Sacred Mountain base, which their branch

had operated for hundreds of years, was simply a fool's errand for Lin Yan to break

through ......

At this moment, Lin Yan and Dao Yi, looking directly in front of the overlay

covered with snow-covered mountains, stood quietly.

At the foot of the snowy mountain, at this moment a team of Lin's branch has also

drilled out and set up their weapons, waiting for the main pulse to attack, Lin Xiaoyun

has a very large number of people and horses under his command, at this moment there

are thousands of people and horses just appearing at the foot of the sacred mountain ......

"Can we attack now?" Dao Yi looked at the Lin Clan branch personnel who were

still streaming out from inside the Sacred Mountain at the moment, and said to Lin Yan.



"Let's begin, don't have any scruples, if the two of us die today, then the world

won't have anything to do with us even if it gets better in the future. And this duel has

dragged on for nearly a hundred years, it's time to end it, it's time to have an end ......"
Lin Yan said slowly as he looked at the great snow mountain in front of him.

"Good ...... then ...... let's start ...... "Dao Yi's eyes nodded with a heavy gaze, the
qi ground service on his body Love Lu Wushan's momentum instantly climbed to the

extreme. Then he pressed a red button in his hand ......

At this moment, in the distant sky, the first sun was just rising, a ray of golden

sunshine on the earth, under the white snow map, so brilliant, the whole world became

bright at this moment, the sky at this moment bright ......

And as the day dawned, as the visibility outside became clearer and clearer, as the
sun became higher and higher, under the nervous preparation of the Lin's branch
personnel, suddenly there was a group of in the distant sky, and those missiles flew very

fast and were launched from the ocean floor hundreds of miles away.... ...

And when the hundreds of missiles flew over, those people from the Lin Clan's
branch were all dumbfounded. Because they were still on the ground making

preparations for the main vein's attack. They didn't even think that Lin Yan would be so

ruthless as to use the missiles directly to bombard them ......

"Anti-aircraft guns, anti-aircraft guns get ready, get ready to intercept, intercept,
intercept!!!" One Lin Clan branch's top executives now saw hundreds of missiles flying

over from the distant sky and hurriedly shouted ......
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